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your friendship has meant so much to me dal. I can’t say enough. f

THE CHEST HAS BEEN
FOUND!!!!…part thirteen
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Thank you dal, for your years and your wisdom. f
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Dal,
I got my quote from a movie staring Donald Sutherland, one of my favorite actors.
“I realized fear one morning, with the blare of the fox hunter’s sound. When they’re all chasin’ the poor bloody fox, ’tis safer to be dressed like the hound.”
Jack Higgins
f

The Fox and Hounds…

2020/03/21 at 4:50 pm
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In reply to dal.
I don’t know what that phrase means either but it seemed like a good one to use at the time. Maybe it means that everyone should do the very best they can and it
will all work out. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

Scrapbook Two Hundred Forty
Nine…

2020/03/18 at 8:04 pm
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It means that he was elected to the National Academy of Design, a very prestigious organization. f

Scrapbook Two Hundred Forty
Five…
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View Post

2019/12/08 at 9:08 pm
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In reply to Joel Belmont.
Not true Joel. Dal has been posting my SBs the same day I write them, or the day after. Stand by for the Spanish bowl. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

In reply to Daniel A.
That’s a Glenna Goodacre bronze but I forgot the name.
And please don’t knock that shirt, my mother gave it to me. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

Scrapbook Two Hundred Thirty
Six…

2019/11/18 at 6:32 pm

View Post
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Scrapbook Two Hundred Thirty
Six…

2019/11/18 at 6:26 pm
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I named her Bobby McGee after an old family friend who died of cancer. f

Scrapbook Two Hundred Thirty
Five…
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View Post

2019/11/17 at 8:17 pm
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I wrote that Rhondo story many years ago, soon after I acquired a computer. It is posted here as it was originally written. Rhondo closed his store and moved to
Dallas where he became a successful realtor. Not too many years ago he introduced himself to me at an event in Santa Fe. I didn’t recognize him because he had
gained a full face of hair. He had a foreign last name that was difficult for me then, and still is. My story is a little misleading because on occasion we paid our
flipping debts with pictures of Grant, Jackson, Hamilton, Lincoln, and George Washington. f

Scrapbook Two Hundred
Thirty…

2019/11/12 at 5:42 am
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Somebody please complement me on the great squaw wrap at the top of the necklace, Not many even Indians can make one that good, To relieve the tension on
the cotton string I rolled it under an old right-foot Hush Puppy shoe I found in my closet under some notes about a book I started to write years ago. Guess I need
to clean out that closet. Maybe the left-shoe is under there someplace. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash
In reply to dal.
Now you wait just a minute Dal. If you are insinuating that I’ve written my last Scrapbook then you’re dancing around the periphery of what might have been, but
ain’t. It’s true that I’ve mostly run out of things to think about, but I could still tell the story of Rhondo, and the one about my magic medicinal mojo necklace. And
besides, how can I write my next SB if I haven’t yet written my last one?

Scrapbook Two Hundred
Twenty Nine…

2019/11/10 at 2:28 pm
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Scrapbook Two Hundred
Twenty Eight…

2019/11/07 at 3:36 pm
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In reply to Lisa G. Lynch.
I don’t remember, I was too busy eating pasta chili. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

In reply to rr.
His name is Guess. He was a friend of mine in Temple and i knew his father. That photo was taken at Luke AFB when he was a student of mine in gunnery school. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

I didn’t realize until later when I was on the ground that I was no longer wearing my helmet. The wind blast must have jerked it off during the ejection process, but I
was flying only about 180 knots at the time and I remember fastening my chin strap and lowering my visor. I could really used the helmet when the helicopter
started pulling me up through the trees. That’s one of my great mysteries related to that incident. f

Scrapbook Two Hundred
Nineteen…

2019/10/26 at 7:57 pm
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Scrapbook Two Hundred
Seventeen…

2019/10/23 at 7:18 pm
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Litter 81 Found……

2019/10/19 at 1:42 pm
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In reply to LurkerMike.
Lurker Mike is always so logical. I have a purple heart license plate and a handicap sticker. The cops usually cut me a little slack. The only one I’ve talked to in the
last few months wanted to tell me about his father who served in Vietnam the same time I was there. He ended up buying me a cup of coffee and i was late to my
haircut appointment. f

Scrapbook Two Hundred
Eleven…

2019/10/10 at 9:02 pm
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i’m looking for you Margie. f

Scrapbook Two Hundred
Eleven…
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Thanks Dal, for placing one of your recent photos of the cabin in my story.
An unfortunate side note to history is about a client of mine who lived in Santa Barbara. She owned the guest register that was in the cabin for the old fight
participants to sign.
I once had the opportunity to leisure through it and see the names of many historic figures.
A forest fire in Santa Barbara took her house and the guest register. Surely there were a few angels who cried. f

Scrapbook Two Hundred
Seven…
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Treasure was found 8.25 miles north of Santa Fe. Video wilL be posted on another site for those that have not solved the poem free of charge. Thank you Forrest!

Odds n Ends About Fenn’s
Treasure Hunt…Part Eighty One

F
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Diggen, it’s me, Forrest.
If you are reading this, please don’t go. I have received numerous emails from your fans who say your withdrawal is not working for them. They want you back. It
was probably a margarita soaked decision that should be set aside for the betterment of the search community. Will you please reconsider? f
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Diggin Gypsy Signs Off…

2019/01/20 at 8:12 am
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In reply to dal.
Thanks dal, I told you they had good chemistry. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

George was married to Dinah Shore for 20 years and was frequently on her TV show with his bronzes. She always asked him where he showed his work and he
always said, “The prestigious Fenn Gallery in Santa Fe.” He never forgot to make me buy him a steak dinner after that happened.
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

In reply to Idle Dreamer.
Nelika Nardelli, who paid more than $8,100 for the gypsy drawing in Cynthia’s auction is
coming to the raffle pull. She wants to meet Jamie and the rest of the search gang. I wonder if Desertphile will loan me a clean shirt to wear? Oh, never mind, he
probably doesn’t have one. f

Scrapbook One Hundred Ninety
Five…

2018/12/05 at 6:27 pm
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Scrapbook One Hundred Ninety
One…

2018/09/30 at 5:18 pm

View Post
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Helping JDiggins…

2018/08/30 at 12:51 pm

View Post
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Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash
Thanks gang. I don’t feel any older, but if my memory serves me correctly George Washington came to my first birthday party. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

In reply to Adrian Sheely.
Adrian,
Back in 2015 I thought about Grafton Tyler Brown and alot of research on him, where his paintings were showcased and the places he stayed while painting YNP.
I thought the Madison Junction Information Station was his display place for some of his paintings seeing it was a museum before Information Station.

Happy 88th Forrest……
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View Post
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Scrapbook One Hundred Eighty
Nine…

2018/08/21 at 4:36 pm

View Post
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Grafton Tyler Brown had to stay someplace within YNP to paint but never found those places.
I had emailed Fenn back in 2015:
Hello,
Would you happen to have any paintings by Grafton Tyler Brown?
Thanks,
Jake
No sir. f
—–Original Message—–
From: jake.faulker@mail180-5.suw31.mandrillapp.com mailto:jake.faulker@mail180-5.suw31.mandrillapp.com [mailto:jake.faulker@mail1805.suw31.mandrillapp.com] On Behalf Of jake.faulker@laptoptrek.com mailto:jake.faulker@laptoptrek.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 6:50 PM
To: forrestfenn@gmail.com mailto:forrestfenn@gmail.com
Subject: Old Santa Fe Trading Co. Contact Form Message
I had sent another email asking if he ever had any paintings from Tyler but was unanswered do to the cat out of the bag.
There is a painting out there named “Trout” by Tyler here:
https://www.kiarts.org/page.php?page_id=666 https://www.kiarts.org/page.php?page_id=666
I have since moved away from people being “Brown” in the poem.
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash
I remember working on that horse. it’s a really nice piece of art. Not too long after it was cast I closed my foundry and converted the space into an art gallery.
That’s when good things started happening for me, but i loved working with molten metal. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

In reply to Idle Dreamer.
it is so good to see everyone come together to help jdiggins. I just received an email from a searcher who said she will donate her next pay check. She’s a nurse,
and a very special lady. f

Scrapbook One Hundred Eighty
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Helping JDiggins…
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In reply to Veronica S.
Jdiggins,
You have such a great spirit. You could be a poster girl for what makes this country so great. I am pulling for you. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash
In reply to tighterfocus.
If u are so certain, why haven’t you found it?
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

In reply to dal.
if I said I buried the treasure chest I should not have said it. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | History | Spam | Trash

Odds n Ends About Fenn’s
Treasure Hunt…Part Sixty Two

2018/08/05 at 10:14 pm
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I think Dal is going to appoint me the judge so I am a shooo in to win. f

A “Personality Galore” Hat
Contest…
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Ok dal, you entered Mildew for me and I am sure to win. Can’t wait to get my signed copy of the book. f

A “Personality Galore” Hat
Contest…
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In reply to dal.
Dal, we have a lot of problems in this country, but as long as we have people like you and Cynthia we will be OK. I am proud to know both of you and a lot of other
great searchers like you. f

The Madison River…
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Thank you Cynthia. I drove by that Reynolds Pass sign many times, but I never saw it with snow on the ground. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

The Madison River…

2018/04/07 at 6:04 am
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Thanks Iron Will, and others. f

Scrapbook One Hundred Eighty
Six…
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View Post
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In reply to dal.
No wonder dal can’t find the treasure. He needs to get some imagination pills from Gypsy. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Diggin, did Einstein help you find that blaze?
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Hey Everyone,
I need a few things from those of you who want me to put your tree information in the presentation. Many posted what they wanted to plant, but I need ALL the
following information:

Book of Blazes – Diggin Gypsy
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Book of Blazes – Diggin Gypsy

2018/02/16 at 6:12 pm

View Page
107

A Birthday for Forrest……

2017/08/14 at 12:03 pm

View Post
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Your Name – Type of Tree – City, State – a photo
If you don’t want to send a photo, I will find a stock photo of the type of tree.
So, please send me all the info …. respond here or even easier (for me) respond to trees4forrestfenn@gmail.com mailto:trees4forrestfenn@gmail.com
Please send ASAP
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash
In reply to Desertphile.
I draw the line at eating one of desertphile’s pies. I might get catollupsye. Let Dal and Cynthia have them. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Lets have a fried pineapple pie contest. Everyone bring pies and I’ll volunteer to be the judge. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Make someone bring a bunch of pineapple fried pies. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Thanks for the tree idea dal. The New Mexico Department of Agriculture sells saplings of every tree that will grow in this state. The price varies around $3.00 They
said my pines would grow a foot each year, and they have exceeded that. Some are 30′ tall now. f
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Many of the photos were taken by Lacee, Shiloh’s girl friend. She’s a professional photographer. With several exceptions dal selected what pictures to use from the
36 I sent him. Sorry we didn’t have any of the flowers or the llamas.
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In reply to Mark in Taos.
There are all kinds of bisons Mark. If you want to get technical it’s a bison bison skull.
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

In reply to mamakat.
It’s a buffalo skull. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

In reply to Pinatubocharlie.
At pow wows Joe would put on his eagle feather bonnet and chant songs in his native Crow language. Otherwise he was mostly quiet and reserved. Few men have
garnered the respect that he enjoyed. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash
In reply to dal.
Do you think that Dal had an advantage in finding the eggs before the kids because he also hid them? f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

In reply to cynthia.
OK Cynthia, since I am being overwhelmed by requests on this blog for answers, I’ll tell you. Rock Hudson was tall and good looking, so he was not easy to ignore.
He walked in my gallery wearing a short sleeve shirt and shower sloshes. The zipper on his jeans was broken. Not to be delayed by proper maintenance, someone,
probably not Pony, applied about 6 large safety pins to hold his fly shut. They were more than obvious. As added protection, Rock strolled from room to room
holding both hands down in front of him. All of my sales girls giggled except Doris, and I think she hid in the janitor’s closet until he left.
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Planning For Fennboree 2018…
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Planning For Fennboree 2018…
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A Birthday for Forrest……
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Scrapbook One Hundred Eighty
Two…
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Scrapbook One Hundred Eighty
One…
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Scrapbook One Hundred
Seventy Nine…

2017/04/16 at 10:15 pm

View Post
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Scrapbook One Hundred
Seventy Eight…
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Thanks Dal. I won’t tell you what happened when Pony brought Rock Hudson in my gallery. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Seventy Eight…
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View Post
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I neglected to say that Eric was the first weatherman on TV and that Amelia Earhart bought one of his cloud paintings. He also wrote a book about camouflage for
the Army. He always wore a bow tie that he made himself. I could go on but I’m afraid of Goofy.
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Blanco Canyon is such a mournful place, long and wide, and open. Every time I went there I wanted to just sit down and become part of it. Can you look out across
the expanse of those pictures and see a thousand Comanche Indians stirring up dust and generally causing mischief? R. G. Carter did. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Aw shucks. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

It is sad, and I thought a long time before deciding to tell the story, I wondered how many readers would not be ready for it. But when I look around the world today
and see so many people struggling just to stay alive I can look at the bronze and be reminded that we may have hard times coming in this country. No matter how
tough things get we must always do whatever we must, and never give up, never, never. I love that beautiful wolf. f
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Scrapbook One Hundred
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Forrest is Awarded…
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View Post
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Passages Four
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In reply to Jeannie.
I also like to read what you say cloud. Where is your daughter deployed, or can you say? f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

You did a great job with that post Dal, thanks. I hate to say this, but I love that story. I have an original letter from Custer to one of his officers, Captain Yates, asking
that he try to find a horse that is not “…spooked on or about the heels?” I have asked a number of historians what that phrase means and none have been able to
tell me. Must have been jargon of those times. f
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Thanks Dal, I like your comments. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

In reply to Timw.
In the 50s many afoot people were hitching rides. It was especially easy for us young guys in uniform.
Controlling the weather was more difficult. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Throttle back folks and throw out the anchor. That comical drawing came to me in a card by snail mail from a searcher in Texas who is a good artist. She agreed to
let dal post it. My only addition was to put the x in the Rockies to show where the treasure is hidden. Why the Rocky Mountains are in the middle of the creek is a
mystery to me, and I learned many years ago to not question what an artist does. I placed the cartoon on my computer to take the photo, thinking dal could photo
shop everything away but the drawing. We discussed it and decided to let everything stay. I thought the email was a nice change from the norm. Okay, up anchor
and back to work everybody. f
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Forrest Gets Mail – 15
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I don’t think this picture is of Forrest’s desktop. The drawing seems to be a physical drawing resting against the monitor. The e-mail is to “forrestfenn@gmail.com”
and has not yet been sent.
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash
In reply to Forrest Fenn.
sorry for the double post. Sometimes I think I could screw up a one car funeral. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash
In reply to Andesite.
Sure Andesite, I’ll send you some seeds. They rebuilt the Baptist Church out near the Belton Dam, a few miles west of where it used two be. Maybe you could tell
someone out there that you have very important second generation Magnolia tree seeds and they will plant them at the church for us. What do you think?
forrestfenn@gmail.com mailto:forrestfenn@gmail.com
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In reply to Andesite.
Sure Andesite, I’ll send you some seeds. They rebuilt the Baptist Church way out near the Belton dam. I haven’t seen it yet, and may not. Maybe you could tell
someone that you have important second generation Magnolia tree seeds, and they will plant them for us. What do you think? f
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That Ziploc of torn up money has been in my desk and forgotten for maybe eight years. I figured that since it’s so cold outside, and people are getting tired of
playing Canasta, I’d offer a distraction. The hardest part will be devising a system to put the pieces back together. It was not easy for me but I was never accused
of being patient. If the sale makes a profit it will all go to charity. f

Money Laundering…

2017/02/06 at 5:55 pm
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I think that’s a conversation I was having with Desertphile and Bigfoot.
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Dear SB and GR,
I hate to tell you, but that white stuff ain’t mud. A starving mountain lion was tracking you. She and her two kittens live there at finger mountain. After seeing your
sandwich they decided they weren’t hungry after all. You girls were having a great time, but you got a little smashed on Coronas. Maybe that’s why you kept calling
me Snakecharmer. f

Forrest Gets Mail – 12
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Mountain Warrior Women’s
Wicked Weekend…
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Thanks Cynthia, you are a gifted writer and film maker. I remember Frank as being a special human being. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

In reply to dal.
It’s time to shut down the treasure hunt in the Northern Rockies. If you are planning one last search north of Colorado Springs please review the rules for winter
survival. The roads can close behind you. GPS, extra clothing, matches, food and water, and a hardy companion are requirements, not luxuries. Colorado has an
average of 6 people lost in the mountains every year. Please tell someone where you are going and when you plan to return.
The weather in Santa Fe is still shirt sleeves and sun tan lotion, but the leaves are mostly yellow and red and you know what that means. I’ll post when the cold in
starts getting close. I have my ducks to think about. f

A Tribute to Frank Abel…
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Odds n Ends About Fenn’s
Treasure Hunt…Part Nineteen

2016/10/03 at 9:15 pm

View Post
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A vote for Mysterious Writings is a vote for Jenny. In this election year I finally found someone I feel really good about voting for. Count me in.
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Thanks again to all the HOD gang. This day has been a long time coming. I’m a little slow so it took me 86 years to get here. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Thanks gang, for all of the good wishes. Nature has taken charge of my body, but it can’t see my mind, which is still 13. Besides, my mirror lies. I know that because
all my friends all tell me I don’t look 59. The up side is that at age 86 I can use senility as an escuse.
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Great story DeCalll. Thanks for the memories. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Thanks for the BD greetings everyone, but please remember, it’s only my body that’s 86, my mind is still 13. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

I get about 25 emails a day from searchers who have had similar experiences. Not everyone has a guide as mountain wise as Cynthia. Because she didn’t know
Chris, she sent his photo and license number to friends at home before they struck the trail in search of the treasure. Common sense is always good savvy.
Everyone knows the sun can be mean to those who are not prepared. It is a good idea to take more water than you think you’ll need. Please stay safe. f
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The Legend of Forrest Fenn…
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No Hoax Folks…
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The Math Teacher…
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In reply to Desertphile.
Phile, that hat would love to leave your head for mine. I’ll give you a buck twenty-five, and you pay postage. f
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In reply to Desertphile.
Phile, I think you already know all the places where is ain’t. What will you take for that hat and not back out? f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Cynthia, again you didn’t invite me and Tesuque to tag along on a great outing. What is your excuse this time? f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

Thanks for posting those things dal. In the story about logging I forgot to say that when we made coffee out of pine needles sometimes we’d brush the oil off the
top of that old pot and it would splash into our fire. Well, the water in that stuff would sputter a little then the oil would catch on fire and a flash of flame would
shoot up. Don Peterson thought that was so funny. Once late at night he growled like a grizzly bear and I remember Al Jones almost jumped out of his skin. Don
was a character.

The Math Teacher…

2016/07/25 at 12:13 pm
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The Math Teacher…

2016/07/25 at 9:15 am

View Post
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The Math Teacher…

2016/07/24 at 5:17 pm

View Post
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Blog Video With Forrest…

2016/07/16 at 8:00 pm

View Post
54
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Dal, that’s your best story yet. Being with you is a rare delight. Thanks for all you do. f
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In reply to Iron Will.
I ate the five pies for breakfast Sunday morning and now my grand kids are not speaking to me. f
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Why didn’t I get but 4 of Spallies’ pineapple pies and 5 of Iron will’s apple butter pies? Cynthia, I think it’s your fault. It was great meeting all the gang. If desertphile
attends next year I’ll be sure to wear my dark glasses. f
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Who’s gonna cook the hot dogs? Please don’t assign that important duty to just anyone. f
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In reply to Colokid.
Thanks colokid, I was hoping someone would say that about that. f
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In reply to dal.
Whoa dal, throttle back for a sec.
You use the word eviscerate knowing that my dictionary is not smart enough to define its meaning. That tells me you are grappling for straws. Sure, there is some
trash being left by some who use our backwoods, but you shouldn’t stack those guys in the same pile with the rest of us. Even so, we have about 639,000,000
acres that are not littered with cigarette butts and plastic forks. Next time you go into the wilds why don’t you leave Esmeralda at home and walk so you can get a
better view of the great American vastland that has not been “destroyed,” to use your word. f

Little Treasures…

2016/06/19 at 6:33 am

View Post
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Fennboree 2016 Wrap-up

2016/06/07 at 10:16 am

View Post
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Fennboree 2016 Wrap-up

2016/06/07 at 9:05 am

View Post
154

Fennboree Pot-Luck

2016/05/09 at 10:48 am

View Page
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Scrapbook One Hundred Fifty
Five…

2016/05/08 at 4:16 pm

View Post
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Loving it…to Death!

2016/03/25 at 1:30 pm

View Post
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Dal, please allow me to quote you. “We love the outdoors right? So here’s the problem. We’re screwing it up. There is a lot of evidence to prove this, and many
articles have come out recently that reveal just how we are loving the outdoors to death.”
Loving it to death??? Ha dal, please tell me exactly where because I’d like to attend the funeral. You are so bad, and I hope no one ever catches you peeing behind a
tree in the Gallatin National Forest.

Loving it…to Death!

2016/03/25 at 7:33 am

View Post
323

There are about 640,000,000 acres of public land in the United State. Will you point out to me exactly which ones have been screwed up? Please be specific.
C’mon now dal, admit it, someone is putting maryjuana in your Pablum? What real evidence do you have that we are significantly “screwing it up?” I don’t want to
click on your links and read what the politically correct coat-and-tie extremists have to say.
Again, “…wild lands of all types, including parks, are more popular than ever and we appear to be destroying what we set out to maintain for future generations.”
“Destroying?” please, somebody me a hanky. Our great mountains, forests, and deserts are not to be worshipped. I leave tracks in the mud when I fish along the
rivers, and I bend buffalo grass and break pine twigs when I walk in my great outdoors. I am sorry for that, but life is not a spectator sport. I want to use my public
property, and if you don’t mind I prefer to do it without a game warden, yahoo environmentalist, or forest ranger watching from behind a tree. It is bad enough that
they lock the gates and put signs everywhere reminding me of all the things I’m not allowed to do on my property.
No one is more considerate of our wild areas than I am, and from what I’ve been able to determine, they are still as pristine as they were when I was a six. So I don’t
worry about my grand kids not being able to enjoy their outdoors. Whew, now I feel better.
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Stan,
But if the Rangus Lona didn’t articulate with Micanthers the azimuth to Cassiopeia would be off, thus negating your hypothesis. Can you explain that for me please?
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Scrapbook One Hundred Fifty
One…

2016/03/09 at 9:37 pm

View Post
206

I love it when you do things like this Dal because the thoughtful comments that follow teach me a lot about the commentor, and about myself.

Odds n Ends About Fenn’s
Treasure Hunt…Part Six
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View Post

2016/03/07 at 10:21 am

767

In reply to dal.
Dal, I am sure you remember that the little girl from India was the lark of Jenny Kile, who inserted it into a question she asked me. It might just as well have been a
boy from Waxahatchee, where my father was born, or an Arab kid from Marrakech, a city that Winston Churchill said was the most beautiful place in the world. He
was an excellent artist and I once sold his oil painting of that city. We are getting a lot of mileage from that little girl from India, doncha think?

Odds n Ends About Fenn’s
Treasure Hunt…Part Five

2016/02/19 at 4:31 pm

View Post
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In reply to spallies.
Yes it would. f
Unapprove | Reply | Quick Edit | Edit | Spam | Trash

In reply to Spoon.
Spoon, “If person had the correct GPS coordinates they could find the chest.” Physics says this has to be true. How can it not be? The key word here is “correct.”
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In reply to dal.
In the light of recent events I feel compelled to repeat several comments. When searching please don’t get target fixation or become obsessed with your solve to
the point where you ignore these fundamental guidelines.

Odds n Ends About Fenn’s
Treasure Hunt…Part Five

2016/02/18 at 2:59 pm
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Odds n Ends About Fenn’s
Treasure Hunt…Part Five

2016/02/18 at 2:02 pm

View Post
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On Searching…

2016/02/05 at 2:33 pm

View Post
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If you can’t make two trips from your car to your solve in several hours, then don’t go.
Don’t search anywhere an 80 year old man could not carry a heavy backpack.
The treasure is hidden more than 8.25 miles north of the northern limits of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The treasure is very definitely in the Rocky Mountains.
Never search alone or in the winter when nighttime temperatures are low.
Carry some kind of device that will make your location known at all times.
And something I have not said before, if you are going into rough country it is probably best to leave your pets at home. f
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Good report Cynthia, f

Report From Friday by
Cynthia…
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View Post

2016/01/31 at 4:21 pm
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Thanks Sasha, the search needs your leadership skills and your Amelia Earhart guts. f
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Plans for Saturday…

2016/01/29 at 3:19 am

View Post
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That is nice Melanie, thanks. f

Report From Forrest on
Monday…
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View Post

2016/01/26 at 9:31 am
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In reply to Scott Richards.
I gave an interview to the Associated Press this afternoon after I got home. They are read around the world. Look for something tomorrow. Inside Edition wants to
tag along with a cameraman in the chopper tomorrow. The producer will talk with Sacha and Cynthia when we land.
The more PR we get the more people want in the act. An hour ago I received a phone call from Texas. Three “Mountain Men” are on the way to the river where they
will pitch a tent and search “until we find the guy.” I told them to bring matches and some Lone Star beer insulation.

Report From Forrest on
Monday…

2016/01/25 at 6:04 pm

View Post
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Today John and I saw a pickup heading for the rim above where the boat was found. Looked like they may have had rubber boats in the back. Thanks to all of you
are helping with the search for Randy.
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Cynthia, I am just in awe of you and all of those with you. Thanks for being who you are. f
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You guys went beyond the call Katya. Good Karma is going to smile on all of you.
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I received this early morning email from Kathryn Hannon. She works at the SF opera and her husband Aaron works in the movies. They are everywhere looking
under and behind things.
Aaron and I ran into John Brown and Eugene on the way out, and we all drove to the eastern rim across from Frijoles canyon (and a little south). We hiked to where
it gets technical, and I had to turn back. I stayed up high in view of the river while John and Aaron hiked down to near where the raft was.
John’s main goal was to try to spot the waders somewhere. They skirted the bend in the river, I looked from high with binoculars and could see the sandbar the
copter landed on, and Eugene drove his ATV up top along the rim.

After the Search on Friday…

2016/01/23 at 8:11 am

View Post
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Drone Day…

2016/01/23 at 8:02 am

View Post
73

Aerial Search for Randy…

2016/01/21 at 8:09 am

View Post
135

I wish I had stronger binoculars.. I could see the lower falls really well, but not close enough.
My feeling is that he is either in the river, or he tried to cross there and climb out Frijoles canyon. The dog could have made the hike up the east side, so the only
thing that makes sense to me is that Randy got in the water and the dog could not follow.
The west side of the river is choked with salt cedar, so maybe with the current and that little boat, he was not able to land on the west side as he might have
wanted to.
I hope that is helpful in some way.
I know that we were standing in probably the exact same spot as Randy was, looking across to the frijoles river delta.
Good luck today, and stay safe. k
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In reply to uken2it.
Cynthia has a cast iron constitution. She was not afraid for a second. Sacha too. I have learned that when those two get together it is best to just get out of their
way. f

Aerial Search for Randy…

2016/01/20 at 7:46 am
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That’s a bunch of tired searchers. Thanks to you all. f

After the Search on
Tuesday……
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View Post

2016/01/19 at 8:27 pm

88

In reply to Windsurfer.
Cynthia and William Ford are searching the east side of the river. I watched them take off and when the gear came up they turned left and headed out. She has a
good map and they are in a beautiful little airplane that William built himself. It took him eleven years. All of a sudden I am more confident than I have been for a few
days.

Search Party on Tuesday……

2016/01/19 at 1:48 pm
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That’s the crew Sacha organized and took the photo. She just received a picture that she says is a big clue. Cynthia in the middle left.
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In reply to Brad Hartliep.
Thank you Brad. I have received 26 emails such as yours. People standing in line wanting to assist. They all say, “Just tell me what to do.” Some overachieving girls,
serious searchers all, are standing by with hot drinks and finger foods for the professional rescue people.

Search Party on Tuesday……

2016/01/19 at 8:28 am

View Post
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WhiteBeard and SpongDog…

2016/01/16 at 4:26 pm

View Post
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This whole Randy incident emphasizes once again that we as Americans are full of compassion and ready hands when the call for help goes out. It makes me so
proud to be among you. And I want to thank Dal and Goofy for providing the avenue on which we march to get there.
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I am trying to get an airplane so Shiloh and I can join in the search. The weather is good and it’s 34 degrees at my house. If we spot him we can drop warm clothes,
a phone, matches, and some food. And a note saying Leo is safe and warm. That should make him feel better. Wish I could do more. f
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Thanks for the hair Jeremy, but can you please make my eyebrows brown, and my face to look more like Brad Pitt?
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In reply to james perotti.
One of Mr. Rumsfeld’s daughters lives in Santa Fe. She told me a story about once when he was Secretary of Defense, he was working in his garden and found a
bomb. The FBI got real excited and called in the experts. It seems the bomb was left over from the Revolutionary War. Sometimes you don’t have to look very far to
find excitement. f

WhiteBeard and SpongDog…
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Jeremy Does Forrest Three……

2015/12/19 at 3:56 pm

View Post
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Scrapbook Five…

2015/12/17 at 2:37 pm

View Post
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Wally Eagle was a rare man. When WW=2 started he tried to enlist in the Army by falsifying his age. They caught him and he sadly took the bus home. He always
looked younger than he was. f
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That’s not fair Jeremy, giving me a present and not telling me where it is. North of Santa Fe is a very big place. Can’t you give me one little medicinal clue, I had the
flu recently. f
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In reply to straw shadow.
Nice story. I love that “no canoes here” photo. Ask your wife what she’ll take for the hat. f
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In reply to Desertphile.
Desertphile,
Your words bespoke of facts not true,
But issued with some jest and jolly.
You should search the Rockies through,
And forget that flagrant Kansas folly.

Scrapbook One Hundred Forty
Nine…

2015/11/23 at 7:18 pm

View Post
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Jeremy Does Forrest……

2015/11/01 at 2:43 am
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TTOTC Solution……

2015/10/28 at 9:24 pm
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Tsawari…

2015/10/26 at 1:10 pm
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Good story Cindy. f
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Thanks to everyone who came to my book signing party. I think the most fun was had by the 40 or so searchers who retreated to the bar after being thrown out of
the Santa Fe room. Dal and Cynthia were the two ringleaders and the swat team probably was on alert. Amy served me pastries (including a great eclair) while I was
signing books, so her name goes on top of my next party list. It was fun to put faces with some cyber names. Pat and Laurens Johnson (with whom I started 1st
grade in 1936) were grilled by deb and revealed some things that I have always denied. But all is quiet now and my plums are almost ripe. That means fall is getting
close in and winter can’t be far behind. Maybe I’ll hibernate for a while and wait for spring to residuate anew. I love nature when she does those things.
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Tsawari…

2015/10/25 at 8:38 pm

View Post
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You Are Invited….
View Post
284

2015/09/17 at 12:34 pm

In reply to specialklr.

Tales of the Rainbow…

2015/08/13 at 4:19 pm

View Post

I’m envious. f
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In reply to jmbguidry.
Yep, white walls, and I just noticed a radio antennae on my original Bullet. Hmmm, maybe it did have a radio after all. Don’t remember. The new car has 61,000 miles
so that means it was driven 762 miles a year. Maybe some little old lady drove it on Sunday to church and back, and maybe to get a Grapette at the gas station
once in a while. f
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Scrapbook One Hundred Forty
Five…

2015/08/07 at 7:21 am
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In reply to M.L.Malcolm.
The tires are 45 years old and in good shape, but Richard says they are not road worthy, so we have new ones coming, made from the original forms. f
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I received another email from Jessica about midnight. It is refreshing to see how she commands the English language. I am sure the air of her new freedom will be
intoxicating.
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I’ll look for you but you know as well as I do that you can’t just happen upon the treasure. Send me an email with the nine clues listed and what place each
indicates, figuratively or literally. If they all are in a line making a trail then that’s worth a trip. Otherwise don’t bother. findforrestfenn@gmail.com
mailto:findforrestfenn@gmail.com
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I’ll look for you but you know as well as I do that you can’t just happen upon the treasure. Send me an email with the nine clues listed and what place each
indicates, figuratively or literally. If they all are in a line making a trail then that’s worth a trip. Otherwise don’t bother. findforrestfenn@gmail.com
mailto:findforrestfenn@gmail.com
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In reply to The Wolf.
Thanks lois / May 5 2013 4:04 pm .
Just needed to add my thoughts…..I wrote to Mr. Fenn back in March, this year: — Original Message —–
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Scrapbook One Hundred Forty
Three…

2015/07/22 at 5:50 am
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I Think The Chest is Here…Part
One

2014/04/22 at 3:23 pm

View Post
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I Need Someone To Look For
Me…

2014/04/22 at 3:20 pm

View Post
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THE NINE CLUES….Part
Fourteen

2013/05/07 at 7:54 pm

View Post
855

From: mcgonaglelois@aol.com mailto:mcgonaglelois@aol.com
To: forrestfenn@gmail.com mailto:forrestfenn@gmail.com
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 11:15 AM
Subject: Re: The Thrill of the Chase- Possible Clues Found
Hello Mr. Fenn, again. I have been working on this poem for about a week now, and have come up with only one conclusion, that’s it’s in your hometown of
Santa,Fe. My clues thus far are: Start at either, Water St, Aqua Fria or the Santa Fe River, not really sure, then proceed down Canyon Road, then perhaps driving
over to the Cathedral Basilica (which I believe, is the home of “Brown”, because of the Franciscan Fathers garb., also home of “God”). Now, the treasure can’t be
there, no place for the meek, so keep going. Unless of course, you placed it in the crypt, at the Cathedral. Yikes, not going to look there either. Proceed down
Palace Street, (no “place”) and maybe getting a little closer to the blaze and treasure. I pass the park, not sure if the water in there is the Santa Fe, or a creek,
doesn’t matter, I’ll keep walking, don’t need a paddle anyway. Now I’m at the train station, (heavy loads?) and the water tower, (water high?). What the heck???? Do
I get on a train or just stay here? I’m sorry Mr. Fenn, I’m not getting on that train, I’m staying right here. I’m exhausted just getting to this point. Maybe I’ll walk back
to the park, sit a while, think, and have my sandwich…… So this is where I am at this point in your poem. I’m not sure if I ever physically, will get to Santa Fe, (being
from Massachusetts) but I feel with all the maps and virtual tours I’ve taken, that I have already visited your beautiful City. I know I should be there, at the train
station, to look quickly down, and perhaps one day I will….Bye for now, Lois. So my point is: If this helps anyone looking for Mr. Fenn’s treasure, this, is my
contribution, and a different take. Mr. Fenn did reply to me, “if you read my book, you would know you are mistaken”. MISTAKEN. Mistaken a few steps, or really
wrong? Doesn’t matter now, I’ll still continue “into my imagination”. Hope this helps someone not make the wrong turn, like I did. Just seemed logical, at that time. I
can post another thought, but not now, it’s actually too funny but it will give away everything I’m working on. Hope it’s found soon, my brain is on tilt. My other
thoughts are, that I previously posted, I do an “old neighborhood party” every year, where I grew up. I no longer live there but my reunion is in that town. Still dear
to my heart. Good luck to all. Bye for now
Someone e-mailed me last night and told me I posted in the wrong section. Haven’t read the book yet, but Mr. Fenn said you only need the poem. Just tried to think
like other people, but now going back to the poem as if I didn’t know Mr. Fenn. Thanks again WOLF
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This Leyla woman is so much fun. f

Scrapbook One Hundred Thirty
Three…

Good morning Mr. Forrest Fenn!
Hahaha…..We just saw the jar of chocolate coins in your scrap book on Dal’s website! Too funny!! Only yesterday morning did we send out that jar to our friend. We
told him we had found the treasure and this was his half of the bootie. Ha! Once he gets the thing, we will let him know it is up on your scrap book page. I am sure
he will get a big kick out of it too!!
Thanks for making our day and giving us quite the laughs!!
Most sincerely,
-Leyla

View Post

In reply to lia.

The Nine Clues…….Part
Fortyone

Sure they do lia. Dal is a friend of Suzanne’s so maybe he can get you one. Maybe you should ask him? f

2015/04/03 at 7:44 am
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2015/03/16 at 10:20 pm

View Post
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In reply to Q.
Time for a commercial;
If you are watching Dancing with the Stars on ABC, and you like the way Suzanne Somers dances, please vote for her at this number:
1-855-234-5611

The Nine Clues…….Part
Fortyone

2015/03/16 at 6:10 pm

View Post
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If she wins I’m sure she will thank you on Dal’s blog. f

You are so positive and full of life 23. That’s the way I will remember you. f

Maya…

2015/03/14 at 11:50 am

View Post
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In reply to Mindy.
Mindy, you should have been better prepared. Next time take a thermos of hot chocolate. f

It’s Not Spring Yet…

2015/02/21 at 6:13 pm

View Post
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In reply to Ed.
You are right Ed, that New Mexico tourism video is getting a lot of exposure. I did not intend for my comment about pinon nuts to be a clue, and certainly no one
should believe I was trying to say the treasure is hidden in New Mexico. Shame on me for saying that. f

In reply to Halogetter.
Halogetter, I just watched that New Mexico Tourism video again and must say that I didn’t say what I was thinking. You cannot smell a pinon nut, but those who pick
them know that in doing so you get pine pitch all over your hands, and pine pitch smells about the same no matter what kind of pine tree you are talking about.
Looking back I think I wanted to say I could smell pine needles, not pinon nuts. Sorry I kicked a hornet’s nest with that comment. There is no clue there. Incidentally,
when I get pine pitch on my hands I rub butter on the spots and that solves the problem. Of course then I have trouble getting the butter off. f

In reply to dal.
I believe what Dal said about the NM tourism video. I didn’t see it before it was released, but no matter, There are a few misconceptions floating around in space so
maybe it’s time for me to comment on several of them.
I have never used any name on the blogs other than Forrest Fenn and Forrest Fire, nor have I said anything with the idea of leading or misleading a searcher. I was
joking on HuffPost Live yesterday when I offered a clue for one hundred million dollars, but after thinking on it overnight I’ve decided to let the offer stand. If
accepted I will hide a treasure worth $100,000,000 somewhere in the Rocky Mountains north of Santa Fe, but it might take me a while to write the poem. f

In reply to specialklr.
Dal forgot to mention that he will be on also, unless he chickens out.

Forrest LIVE on HuffPost….
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Forrest LIVE on HuffPost….

2015/02/05 at 9:32 am
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Forrest LIVE on HuffPost….

2015/02/03 at 9:09 pm
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In reply to irenerawlings.
I’ll match legs with anyone on this blog, with cuddles or no. Put up or shut up Irene Rawlings. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Thirty…

2015/02/03 at 8:06 pm

View Post
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In reply to Dewey Robinson,Brian Harvill.
If the mint printed a $100,000 bill maybe it would have Glenna’s picture on it. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty Nine…

2015/01/30 at 5:54 pm

View Post
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In reply to focused.
Third

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty Eight…

2015/01/25 at 6:49 pm

View Post
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In reply to Sam Sam.
Me too Halo, I’ll give you 30 cents if you promise that you tied it with your own hands. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty Seven Point One…

2015/01/24 at 10:27 pm

View Post
73

In reply to Mark J.
There’s nothing to not like about you Mark, you are very astute. I have always reserved the right to be wrong. If the reader understands exactly what I mean, who
cares what the word is? f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty Five…

2015/01/18 at 12:54 pm

View Post
328

No fun in being correct all the time Sammy.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty Five…

2015/01/17 at 6:34 pm

View Post
328

In reply to Jason.
Jason, I Googled up that word bioflium and my computer started smoking again so I quickly opted out. There are 9 signatures in TTOTC and 130 is the last page in
the 8th, which makes 131 the 1st page in the 9th. If you have a boiflium in your book, it’s a binding error, which might double it’s value. Will you sell it for a crisp new
$100 bill? Please say, “Yes Mister Fenn.”

The Nine Clues…….Part
Thirtyseven

2015/01/17 at 4:53 pm

View Post
924

And while we are off the subject, I’ll toss a commercial in here. I hope to print my biography of Leon Gaspard in the next month of so. It’ll have 400 pages, about
180 color plates, and 80 or so vintage photos. The book is my tenth, my last, and my flagship. I may try to talk Dal into selling it for me if he’s not too used up by
then. f

In reply to Forrest Fire.
Melissa sees the doctor at 0730 tomorrow and I want to wish her good luck. You rock Melissa. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One Point Seven…

2015/01/15 at 5:34 pm

View Post
224

Melissa, I’m glad you didn’t enter Tippy in the pet contest, might have whupped up on Tesuque. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One Point Seven…

2015/01/14 at 1:13 pm

View Post
224

If someone had posted this dog maybe Tesuque and I would have capitulated.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

http://biggeekdad.com/2012/12/sweet-mama-dog http://biggeekdad.com/2012/12/sweet-mama-dog

View Post

2015/01/01 at 9:15 pm

278

In reply to Lou Lee.
Happy New Year gang. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty Three…

2015/01/01 at 8:15 am

View Post
204

In reply to lia.
Lia, foundries today can give an artist almost any color patina they want. I was limited pretty much to brown and green, or both at the same time, which meant liver
of sulfur, which reacted into a nice brown color, and cupric nitrate and cupric sulfate, which reproduced green. I had to learn that barometric pressure and
temperature made a huge difference when applying chemicals to a bronze sculpture.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty Two…

2014/12/30 at 10:25 am

View Post
157

Once I purchased a dime-size chunk of ferric nitrate, wrapped it in aluminum foil, and placed it on the seat of my car in the sun. The three elements, sun, aluminum,
and ferric nitrate reacted together and the fool chunk burst into flame. I had to stop the car and douse it with my Dr. Pepper. In this life one is forced to continue
learning whether they like it or not. f

In reply to nearindianajones.
Coach is very nice but doesn’t have enough cute on him to compete with Tesuque. Sorry nearindianajones.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

2014/12/29 at 6:05 pm

View Post
278

In reply to Michael Hendrickson (@ic1198).
Michael, that’s a mean looking critter. Tesuque likes to chase cats until they stop and hiss, then she runs for home.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

2014/12/29 at 6:00 pm

View Post
278

In reply to mindyf9968.
That’s not fair Mindy, standing behind your dog for the photo op. I positively cannot be bribed. Tesuque still wins.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

2014/12/29 at 5:44 pm

View Post
278

In reply to jdiggins.
I think you’re bluffing Jdiggins, you just don’t want to embarrass your pepper dog. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

2014/12/29 at 5:41 pm

View Post
278

In reply to Thomas D.
Thomas D, Tesuque is looking at all of these entries and is getting a little jealous. Honesty compels me to admit that Tesuque is still Queen.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

2014/12/29 at 5:36 pm

View Post
278

In reply to wendyjobradshaw101.
Wendy, Minerva is OK but let’s get serious, Tesuque is cuter. Please tell Minerva not to take it personally, but I must be impartial,

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

2014/12/29 at 5:08 pm

View Post
278

In reply to deb.
Sorry deb, but Tesuque wins again. Please don’t take it too hard. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

2014/12/29 at 5:04 pm

View Post
278

In reply to Sweettea.
Sweettea, Sorry, but Odie can’t compete with cute Tesuque. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

2014/12/29 at 4:59 pm

View Post
278

In reply to The Wolf.
Sorry Wolf, Lucky is getting close, but not as cute as Tesuque. Remember, I’m totally impartial. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

2014/12/29 at 4:55 pm

View Post
278

In reply to moonshadow.
Cute moonshadow, but not as cute as Tesuque. Sorry. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty One…

2014/12/29 at 4:45 pm

View Post
278

In reply to Mark J.
I’m ashamed to say. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty…

2014/12/28 at 2:36 pm

View Post
159

In reply to Louie.
Thanks for all of the best wishes and warm comments folks. You are a cross section of what has made America great, and if you don’t believe it just look at the
quality of people who populate this blog. I must applaud Dal for being such a strong leader. All of you make me proud to be part of it. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twenty…

2014/12/27 at 10:15 pm

View Post
159

Puppy Love – your sensitivity has surfaced at a good time of year. I think most of us feel the same as you, but we don’t all express it as eloquently as you have. I
think you and your husband will have a merry Christmas.

Bob Sully and Kate

2014/12/23 at 8:21 am

View Post
80

In reply to 42.
Bob stayed in the Air Force after his teenage tour in the Vietnam War. He finally retired with the rank of Chief Master Sergeant, the highest grade an enlisted man
can attain, and by law, only one percent may hold that rank. After retirement he taught school in California. He is a rare human being, and I am blessed to know him
and his wife Kate. f

Just think of what a Christmas tree would look like if all of those ornaments were hanging on it. The judges have a tough job but I am confident that cloudcover will
lead Dal and Goofy to the correct winners. Congrats to everyone and thanks for being part of a fun game. Time is now to think of something interesting to do in the
new year. What do you think? Let’s start pressuring Dal.

In reply to specialklr.
What did you say Specialklr? f

Bob Sully and Kate

2014/12/22 at 7:31 am

View Post
80

Holiday Ornaments

2014/12/21 at 7:27 am

View Page
43

Scrapbook One Hundred
Sixteen…

2014/12/15 at 2:12 pm

View Post
342

In reply to spallies.
Spallies, if you can count to zero you can help me count my suits and ties.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Fifteen…

2014/12/14 at 7:19 pm

View Post
257

In reply to spallies.
spallies, you should come and help me count my combs, but I don’t need them much anymore.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Fifteen…

2014/12/14 at 7:10 pm

View Post
257

In reply to Goofy_Old_Guy.
Wrong again Goofy, that’s 2 pictures. Take your Photoshop back and John Warnock will give you a refund, unless Dal is playing games on all of us. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Fifteen…

2014/12/14 at 6:23 pm

View Post
257

In reply to dal.
I’ll give a hint. The treasure is not in that frog jar.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Fifteen…

2014/12/14 at 12:13 pm

View Post
257

In reply to spallies.
Dal is the new Mark Twain. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Fourteen…

2014/12/13 at 10:52 am

View Post
142

In reply to 42.
42, I have mailed out 16 arrowheads and I don’t expect any breakage. A padded envelope might be wise. If one is broken I will replace it. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Fourteen…

2014/12/12 at 8:40 am

View Post
142

Those colors are great Dal, they make my words a little more palatable. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Fourteen…

2014/12/11 at 10:16 pm

View Post
142

Lynn, it’s about Homer. I could give you the name of a good canine plastic surgeon if you think it would help. f

Lynn D Sails For New Mexico…

2014/12/11 at 7:48 pm

View Post
78

In reply to Mark J.
I’m being…whatever that word means. f

Well, Here’s Moses…

2014/12/07 at 9:19 am

View Post
84

In reply to Judy Ms.Girl.
Well folks, I just measured. Moses stands 24″ tall in his bare feet, which you can’t see because his flowing robe covers them. f

Well, Here’s Moses…

2014/12/07 at 9:06 am

View Post
84

In reply to virginia diane.
Thank you Virginia, that’s nice. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twelve…

2014/11/30 at 5:43 pm

View Post
95

In reply to forrestfenn.
Here are our two Doug Hyde stone sculptures. The chief is 28″ tall, carved from alabaster and weighs about 80 pounds. The Indian maiden with the pot is carved
from marble and is 22″ tall. She weighs about 80 pounds also.
http://lummifilm.com/images/hyde01.jpg http://lummifilm.com/images/hyde01.jpg

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twelve…

2014/11/30 at 4:26 pm

View Post
95

http://lummifilm.com/images/hyde02.jpg http://lummifilm.com/images/hyde02.jpg
Doug and I started in the art business at about the same time. That was 1972 and neither of us had much of a client base. But advertising paid off and after two
years we were giving Doug a million dollars a year for sculpture he consigned to us or things we purchased outright.
When Buffalo was born missing his right arm we felt terrible but I am proud to say the handicap has not bothered him much. I am amazed at what that man can do
with one arm that I never could do with two.
Doug was a good friend at a time when our gallery needed him the most. I am so proud of him and what he has done with his career. I wish now that I had kept
more of his work. f

BW, yes we used to cast Doug’s Hyde’s bronzes but we sold his stone sculpture in our gallery long before he started casting. I have two of his marble pieces in my
home. Maybe I’ll post photos of those pieces here. Doug is a Nez Perce Indian and very talented. his son, Buffalo Hyde, also sculpts.

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twelve…

2014/11/30 at 12:34 pm

View Post
95

Thanks 42, for being one of the leaders on this blog. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Twelve…

2014/11/30 at 9:58 am

View Post
95

In reply to dal.
Here’s another photo of our hero. Crayton said it was taken 18 miles at sea. I don’t know what happened that made the Surveyor crew so mad as to leave poor Dal
on this deserted island. Perhaps he snored, or maybe he ate the last brownie. Pirates never confess.
http://lummifilm.com/images/DalWreck.jpg http://lummifilm.com/images/DalWreck.jpg

Scrapbook One Hundred
Eleven…

2014/11/29 at 7:43 am

View Post
139

Link works now…

Here is another photo of Dal and Crayton. One does all the work while the other one lounges on the boat. See if you can guess which is which. f

Scrapbook One Hundred
Eleven…

http://lummifilm.com/images/DalandCray.jpg http://lummifilm.com/images/DalandCray.jpg

View Post

2014/11/28 at 2:53 pm

139

Hey Cynthia, you shouldn’t tell everyone about Harry’s place. I won’t be able to get a reservation. I usually order a tuna sandwich, hold the bread. It comes with
their special, homemade, lightly-salted, chipos. In the summer you can sit outside under the honeysuckle, beside a stream of water and dine with the humming
birds. I hope no one reads this review. f

Christmas Ornament Girls’ Day
Out…

2014/11/18 at 9:07 pm

View Post
22

In reply to lia.
Lia, my wife received a bunch of birthday cakes and more flowers. Thanks to everyone who sent regards to her.

John Bullis…

2014/11/16 at 7:00 pm

View Post
201

Thanks Jamie. It’s nice to put a face with your words. f

John Bullis…

2014/11/16 at 6:30 pm

View Post
201

In reply to Goofy_Old_Guy.
I thought that was your photo. f

John Bullis…

2014/11/16 at 6:09 pm

View Post
201

In reply to BW.
BW, that’s an American dime dated 1858. Sorry the photo is not better. The stone is a piece of flint what was used to strike against metal to cause a spark. That’s
one way they built fires before the match was invented. f

In reply to Mindy.
Thanks Mindy, for posting the photo. Maybe it will prompt others to do the same. I didn’t know you were a redhead. f

John Bullis…

2014/11/16 at 6:06 pm

View Post
201

John Bullis…

2014/11/16 at 5:35 pm

View Post
201

In reply to Mindy.
Please send me a private email MIndy. What you have to say is unique. I’m sitting down. ffenn@earthlink.net mailto:ffenn@earthlink.net

Scrapbook One Hundred
Eight…

2014/11/14 at 1:04 pm

View Post
97

In reply to Margie.
Thanks Margie but I’m not sure we helped the war effort much. f

Our War Effort…

2014/11/11 at 12:29 pm

View Post
44

In reply to dal.
And the word may be used colloquially

Architecture of the Poem…Part
One

2014/11/08 at 10:24 am

View Post
794

In reply to dal.
Actually, there is a disagreement among experts about the dags tribal affiliation: Blackfoot, Blackfeet or Sioux. Even Crow. So who knows? There are no identifying
marks that might point it one way or the other. Maybe I should have said it was Plains Indian to be safe. But then when did I ever do anything just to be safe?

In reply to decall.
Yes, it was made from a white man’s rasp and the teeth were hammered down making it look like a beaver’s tail. That’s why they call them beaver tail dags. f

The Knife That Growls…

2014/11/04 at 9:07 pm

View Post
106

The Knife That Growls…

2014/11/03 at 9:56 pm

View Post
106

In reply to spallies.
I paid a lot of money for that great hat because of it’s history. The trader who sold it to me promised that Billy the Kid was wearing it when he was shot by George
Washington.

In reply to virginia diane.
That’s nice Virginia, thank you. f

Scrapbook One Hundred Two…

2014/11/02 at 8:25 pm

View Post
223

Reliquary…

2014/11/02 at 5:54 am

View Post
88

In reply to deb.
Ed, a better response might be, “10% of me wants to help each searcher find the treasure but the other 100% says no.”
And to you Deb. I don’ t know what you’re smoking but do you have enough to share with Dal and Goofy?

In reply to rmannaa.
Funny Keri, you should go into the travelogue business.

The Nine Clues…….Part
Thirtythree

2014/10/26 at 7:22 pm

View Post
854

Keri’s Video…

2014/10/25 at 12:28 pm

View Post
28

In reply to dal.
Gee Dal, your story makes me want to buy you and Goofy a sandwich or something. Maybe even a Grapette and a small Fritos. Let me know if you need some help.
f

The Nine Clues…….Part
Thirtythree

2014/10/23 at 10:55 am

View Post
854

In reply to 42.
No 42, but it may have been Wolfie’s father, who was a painting restorer. He lived in Denver.

Mayan Gold Beads

2014/10/20 at 10:15 pm

View Post
77

I think I have a photo of others that are in the chest. I’m still looking when I can find a minute.

Mayan Gold Beads

2014/10/20 at 9:52 pm

View Post
77

In reply to Goofy_Old_Guy.
Thanks Cynthia, you are a class act. Please keep writing. f

San Antonio Hot Springs…

2014/10/19 at 8:14 am

View Post
40

Will you take me along Dal? I love that country.

San Antonio Hot Springs…

2014/10/18 at 9:12 pm

View Post
40

In reply to JC1117.
One lady sent an email asking me to please put Dal in the jar. What do you think?

Scrapbook Ninety Seven…

2014/10/18 at 3:25 pm

View Post
186

In reply to Mark J..
Both Mark J. When someone needed a falcon and couldn’t find one it was acceptable practice to fake it in order to please Horus. More importantly, I wanted to
know if there was a scarab or some other object secreted within. I’m glad the x-ray proved negative because there was no way I was going to unwrap that mummy.
f

In reply to Ya-Sha-Wa.
Yes Ya, pictures are on the way. f

Falcon Mummy…

2014/10/15 at 6:48 pm

View Post
58

Falcon Mummy…

2014/10/15 at 5:10 pm

View Post
58

Dal makes my photographs look better than I thought they were.

Falcon Mummy…

2014/10/14 at 8:20 pm

View Post
58

In reply to Mark J..
Mark J, I found two kachina dance masks that the archaeologists said didn’t exist in prehistoric times. They carbon-14 dated at about 1425 AD.

Golden Turquoise Necklace

2014/10/11 at 9:17 pm

View Post
88

I am finding photographs and notes that had long been forgotten. They are in old external hard drives. I named the treasure chest Tarzan and then changed it to
Indulgence. Please don’t ask me why because sometimes I mystify even myself. f

Gold Dust

2014/10/11 at 1:45 pm

View Post
100

In reply to specialklr.
I made it up Specialkir and figured most folks would know what I meant.

Early Necklace…

2014/10/10 at 8:37 pm

View Post
71

Nice Amber. Were you fishing or what?

It’s in There Somewhere!?

2014/10/05 at 9:53 pm

View Post
35

I had an enjoyably visit with Tom and his brother at the Downtown Subscription Coffee Shop in Santa Fe. They seemed like nice guys and avid treasure hunters. But
there is confusion somewhere. While it’s not impossible to remove the blaze it isn’t feasible to try, and I am certain it’s still there.
And while I’m here I’d like to make some comments:

The Nine Clues…….Part
Thirtyone

2014/09/26 at 4:06 pm

View Post
894

I have never said that a searcher was within 2-feet of the treasure, or 6-feet, or 20.
None of my bronze bells or jars are buried at San Lazaro Pueblo.
The CE5 phrase on the treasure chest is of no value to searchers.
Snow and freezing temperatures have already arrived to parts of the Rocky Mountains. If you plan to search this winter please be safe.

In reply to inthechaseto.
I love the way Dal researched and designed that story. I sent him a peach and he made a cobbler.
I agree with you inthechaseto. I just read Wolf’s great story about his search and wished I had been out there with him chasing around the rocks. Reading it
reminded of the Carl Smith’s song “I over looked an orchid while searching for a rose.” Wolf makes me feel good about my book and hiding the treasure. f

In reply to Juney.
Gee Juney, I didn’t know you were gonna to check on me like that. No need to call the curator at the Museum of Modern Art, he’s out to lunch.

Me and Little Beaver…

2014/09/18 at 4:41 pm

View Post
116

Asphalt Art…

2014/09/16 at 5:52 pm

View Post
248

Mindy, you have a pleasing knack. I envy you and your son for being out where the adventures are. You remind me of Eric Sloane who loved barns and falling-down
log cabins. This is what I wrote in by book about him.
“This book is dedicated to all of the warped and broken wooden boards that lay lost and forgotten beside the many barns and covered bridges that were so loved
by Eric Sloane, and to the rusted nails whose stories he didn’t live to tell.”

In reply to BW.
I became interested in writing when I learned I could forge my father’s signiture on my arithmetic report card so he wouldn’t know what my grade was. That curtain
came down one day when I misspeled his name. I wasn’t very good at spelling either.f

In reply to chris.
Thanks Chris

A Florida Girl Heads West…

2014/09/11 at 8:33 am

View Post
62

Forrest Fenn…

2014/09/02 at 4:29 pm

View Post
458

Happy Birthday to Forrest…….

2014/08/30 at 5:47 pm

View Post
100

I think Mr. Fenn is a great guy. He pets dogs, thinks about going to church, grows pretty daffodils, doesn’t sing when others are in earshot, likes Willie Nelson,
slows for stop signs, and plans to help with the dishes sometime. What more can you expect from a small Texas town guy?

Forrest Fenn…

2014/08/26 at 3:50 pm

View Post
458

In reply to Margie Goldsmith.
Slow down Margie or you’ll make me wish I was 25 again.

Happy Birthday to Forrest…….

2014/08/22 at 10:12 pm

View Post
100

Thanks to all of you for wishing me a happy BD. I’m off to visit San Lazaro Pueblo with a friend I’ve known since 1942 or so. She was married to one of my best
West Yellowstone friends who passed just last year. We hope to find a few shell beads in the ant hills and maybe an arrowhead or two. I wish all of you were here to
go with us. I’ll drink a Dr. Pepper in your honor. (Dal, where did you get that terrible photo? It looks just like I used to look). f

In reply to specialklr.
Wow, wow

Happy Birthday to Forrest…….

2014/08/22 at 6:54 am

View Post
100

Journey to the Light…

2014/08/20 at 9:48 pm

View Post
63

In reply to 23kachinas.
That “coffee cup with steam rising,” is actually a grizzly paw with claws rising. That was George’s logo and he used it on all of his paintings and bronzes. George
helped Bob Edgar excavate Mummy Cave that was inhabited by Sheepeater Indians. Maybe I’ll write something about that. f

They’re all around Mapsmith, except Paul. He was a golf pro and had a stoke while playing golf in Aspen. That one really hurt because we were close, but fierce
competitors on the tennis court. I’m still in touch with the rest of the gang.

Scrapbook Ninety…

2014/08/19 at 10:46 am

View Post
83

Scrapbook Eighty Nine…

2014/08/10 at 11:34 am

View Post
84

Thanks Julie, I love your story. It reminds me once again why I hid the treasure.

Our First Treasure Hunt…

2014/08/02 at 5:53 pm

View Post
26

In reply to jmbguidry.
You remind me of a dream I had recently. I was speaking with God and asked, “Dear Lord, please tell me, where did I go wrong.” And I heard this peaceful voice
reply, it said, “How much time do you have…?”

In reply to don johnson.
Let me think about it Don. Maybe I’ll tell that story also.

Scrapbook Eighty Five…

2014/07/19 at 8:47 pm

View Post
203

Gold is the Skin of the Gods…

2014/07/18 at 11:42 am

View Post
127

In reply to Kyote.
OK Kyote, I Know you just had to mention it. That’s the second time in my life when I’ve been wrong. The first time was once when I thought I was wrong but I was
right all the time. Besides, I reserve the right to be wrong once in a while.

In reply to don johnson.
Yes Don, thanks for asking. I will answer your question on Dal’s blog. Give me a little time to look around and do some writing. f

Gold is the Skin of the Gods…

2014/07/16 at 12:12 pm

View Post
127

Gold is the Skin of the Gods…

2014/07/16 at 7:22 am

View Post
127

Nice story Sweetpea, I’d like to hear the rest of it.

Sweetpea’s Adventure…

2014/06/26 at 8:04 pm

View Post
42

In reply to dal.
When I was a kid in West Yellowstone the closest place we could walk to and swim was Baker’s Hole. It was named for the old mountain man Jim Baker, who used
to camp there. The city dump was just a mile from Baker’s Hole, across the highway and over there on the side of the hill. At night the towns folks would drive to
the dump and watch 25 grizzly bears feed on the garbage, which was always smoking and smelling terrible. The bears crossed the Madison River at Bakers Hole
because it had tributaries that made crossing easy.

Places To Stay or Places To
Eat…

2014/06/22 at 7:19 pm

View Post
67

Later, the city covered the dump ground and built a runway over it. But the bears were accustomed to going there for food and were mad to find the smorgasbord
was no longer available. Several tent campers were killed at Baker’s Hole as an aftermath to the food debacle. But that was years ago and now the camp ground
has cement tables and restroom facilities. I recommend it. Besides, it’s a great place to swim if you don’t mind cold water.

In reply to Nor.
I’m getting dizzy, will someone please send me an Extra Strength Tylenol. My address is:
Forrest Fenn
PO Box 8174
Santa Fe, NM 87504

THE NINE CLUES…Part
Twentyfive…

2014/06/21 at 7:30 pm

View Post
1,152

To my knoyledge that’s the only PO box I have now.
The other one I had halted when hot water poured out of my hot water heater onto the cold cement floor.

Pam is a very religious woman and her faith is strong enough to sustain her through some hard times. You have to appreciate her tenacity and her passion. In that
light I’m sure she won’t mind if I suggest to her faithful followers; get out your magnifying glass and take a closer look at the “CES” on the treasure box lock. And to
many searchers I should also suggest that you take another look at your mistakes. The answers may not be nearly as complicated as you are making them.

OK folks,
Dal just appraised me of the panic comments on this blog. It’s time for everyone to sit down in the shade, lean back, have a sip of sarsaparilla, and try to relax. The
treasure is safely hidden where I left it. If I ever discover that it has been found I will announce it in big letters so everyone can see.

Scrapbook Seventy Three…

2014/06/08 at 6:57 pm

View Post
1,072

Scrapbook Seventy Three…

2014/06/06 at 1:15 pm

View Post
1,072

Several years ago Pam told me that the treasure had been found because it was not where she thought it should be. She is one of about 150 people who have
made that claim.
I would like to reiterate: Please go back to the poem and look at maps for your answers. Not every noun in TTOTC is a hint. If you can’t solve the first clue you
should not spend your money searching. My guess is that the person who is successful will very quietly solve the clues and walk to the treasure with a smile on
their face.
It is true that Dal and I talk some, at least every day or so. He is writing my biography and selling my book, which requires communication. But to suggest that he is
getting special search information from me is to underestimate both of us. Good luck to all of you.

In reply to William.
This is from the lady whose husband was helicopter rescued from the deep snow near Hebgen Lake a few weeks ago. Her family is well and safe now.
Forrest
I found out reading an article somewhere awhile back that you had pet alligators. My youngest son, who is 5, is fascinated with alligators and crocodiles. He’s
mesmerized by them and can tell you cool little facts like how many teeth they have and what a death role is. He wanted an alligator as a pet until I told him they eat
people! Now, he’s just satisfied pretending to be one of the gator boys. Because of him I thought this tidbit about you was intriguing and even remember you
quoting The Crocodile by Lewis Carroll. So, when I came across this poem by a man named Gareth Lancaster from the United Kingdom, I thought it was all too
fitting and had to share. Hope you enjoy!

Poetry Page I…

2014/05/23 at 6:44 pm

View Post
1,165

Keri
The Crocodile
Today I saw a crocodile,
It sat and stared at me!
I didn’t run, I didn’t shriek,
In case I was his tea!
No move I saw the snapper make,
His jaws remained tight shut.
Whilst sweat poured down my forehead,
I heard rumbles from his gut!
I’ve been in worse predicaments,
But only in my head.
Like wrestling with big brown bears,
And monsters from our shed!
But feeling brave I shuffled close,
To see his scary jaws.
The crocodile was not impressed,
And flexed his giant claws!
The beast prepared to eat me up,
He snapped, he snarled, he blew!
But I just stood and tapped the glass,
‘Cause this croc is in the zoo!

In reply to Michael D.
Nice poem Mike. You remind me of what my Sainted mother used to say to me during rare times of her enlightenment:
You’re a poet
And you don’t know it
But your feet show it
Cause they’re Longfellows

Poetry Page I…

2014/05/23 at 6:11 pm

View Post
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I know that’s bad but what can I say?

This came to me from a searcher.
As I searched today without a prayer
I met some gold that wasn’t there.
It wasn’t there again today.
Oh how I wish I’d go away.

Hey Chipper,
I thought I was your very best friend. You’ll get no more Babe Ruth candy bars from me so don’t keep sitting out at the curb waiting for the UPS truck.

Poetry Page I…

2014/05/23 at 10:15 am
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Goodbye Harry…

2014/03/01 at 8:18 am

View Post
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In reply to Donna McChesney.
I said in an interview that there was a clue in the book, not the preface, that I didn’t realize was there until after the book was printed. Some have discovered it
already.
Dal and I are trying to think of some kind of new contest we can have on his blog. The shadow was a good one and so was Renelle’s raffle. Any ideas?

In reply to dollarbill.
I wonder if there is any embellishment in what you said Dollarbill?

THE NINE CLUES…Part
Twentyfive…

2014/01/19 at 4:58 pm

View Post
1,152

Scrapbook Fifty Three…
View Post
319

2013/12/22 at 1:27 pm

In reply to michelle.

Ladies Only…

Can someone please help me? I want that women to live with me for the rest of my life……..Peggy I mean.

2013/12/03 at 6:47 pm

View Post
364

In reply to dal.

Ladies Only…

And I was told that he was a lot cheaper than expected. I hope he got enough gas to reach the ferry.

2013/12/02 at 6:53 pm

View Post
364

In reply to dal.

Ladies Only…

Who was the other one who voted Yes?
This conversation reminds me of the man who moved from Santa Fe to Lummi Island and improved the IQ of both places.

In reply to dal.

2013/12/01 at 8:08 pm

View Post
364

Ladies Only…

2013/12/01 at 7:52 pm

View Post

Which figure is the typo?

364

Thanks to all of the ladies who posted shadows on Dal’s blog. The cameras probably were blushing on a few of them. I’m trying to get him to let me be a juror
because I have 21 favorites who I think should win. I’ve tried to bribe him but he hasn’t budged so far. Do you think he can be bought? Please send him a blank
email with “Yes” or “no” on the subject line. He will be morally obligated to give us a tally. I think his credibility is at stake here. https://dalneitzel.com
https://dalneitzel.com

In reply to CindyM.

Ladies Only…
View Post
364

Ladies Only…

I know that Cindy woman and she’s OK. With her husband, she owns a pet shop in south Texas. She’s trying to find me a jaguar to keep around the place here. The
raccoons are eating all of the crayfish in my pond.

In reply to caddisfliesandshinsplints.
I started growing a beard at the Air Force gunnery camp out of Tripoli, Libya, in 1957. Pilots were not supposed to do that but, hey, it was gunnery camp. When my
boss told me to go stand closer to my razor my beard growing career ended. But I didn’t much care because it itched and I was always scratching my face.

Dal asked if I wanted to be the judge and I said a quick NO. My shadow ain’t cast by a fool.

2013/12/01 at 7:03 pm

2013/11/01 at 4:31 pm
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Ladies Only…

2013/11/01 at 9:12 am
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Ladies Only…

2013/10/27 at 10:28 am
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Now I don’t know who to believe. Being Forrest Fenn is really hard. f

Scrapbook Forty Seven…

2013/10/19 at 6:25 am

View Post
41

Didn’t you think that was rude of them? For many years there was a family of trumpeter swans that lived just down stream of the 7 mile bridge on the Madison.
They mate for life and every year they were there, usually 5 or 6 counting the kids. Seeing them always soothed the the beast in me.

A Serene Moment…

2013/09/21 at 10:39 am

View Post
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Dal, you are a gifted writer and spinner of tales. You make me want to go searching for the treasure with you. If a griz got whif of us I would not worry because I can
out run you.

The British are Coming…

2013/08/17 at 8:18 pm

View Post
71

Dal, where was all of this outrage when I said the treasure was not in Nevada? Seems you have something against that beautiful state. You must live on an island
someplace. f

Idaho and Utah, Kaput!…

2013/06/29 at 6:51 am

View Post
79

In reply to Pooka.

Taggart Lake Trail…

Nice story Dal. You are a good writer and story teller.

2013/06/25 at 9:15 am

View Post
68

Nice blog Dal, glad you didn’t bother the poor ants.

On The Hunt…Part Two

2013/05/15 at 9:24 pm

View Post
94

With all the problems in this world; bombs going off everywhere, and he worries about some little afterthought of a dimple in his vans little pinky fender. With
276,000 miles on that thing it’s probably not even capable of performing road kill anymore. Who wants to bet that he doesn’t get a long-distance call away from his
island?

Thanks Dal. I hope to send you photos of the lost lady and the special book we made for her. f

On The Hunt…
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Scrapbook Twenty-eight…
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